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Abstract: Increased levels and detrimental effects of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) stimulate
research efforts to develop catalysts with high efficiency in complete hydrocarbon oxidation. This
work is focused on the complete oxidation of benzene as a probe reaction for VOCs elimination over
alumina-supported CuO-CeO2 mixed oxide promoted by gold. The benzene molecule is the most
stable among the aromatic hydrocarbons with toxic and often carcinogenic effects known as BTEX
(benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes) owing to the symmetry and stability of the benzene
ring. Use of low-cost materials as support is an appropriate strategy aimed at improving catalyst
economic profitability. The effect of the Cu-Ce ratio, namely 2:1 and 1:5, and the role of supported
gold in the catalyst performance were evaluated. Analysis of the impact of support composition
in benzene oxidation was based on sample characterization by textural measurements, PXRD, EPR
spectroscopy, and the TPR technique. Special attention was paid to the disturbed symmetry of the
ceria crystallographic structure by defects formation and its implication for the catalytic activity. Gold
on alumina-supported binary oxide catalysts exhibited a significantly higher activity than promoted
supported monometallic oxides. The best performance of the Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 sample was related to the
highest concentration of paramagnetic Cu2+ ions and the best copper species dispersion evidenced
by PXRD, EPR, and TPR results. The catalyst achieved stable total oxidation to CO2 and water by
94% benzene conversion at 250 ◦C, thus implying the potential of this composition in developing
efficient catalytic materials for atmospheric pollutant abatement.

Keywords: gold catalysts; Cu-Ce mixed oxide; complete benzene oxidation

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the increased levels and detrimental effects of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) on air quality and human health have become a serious global concern from an
environmental point of view. A variety of technologies is applied to decrease harmful
emissions from various chemical industries. Among them, complete oxidation to CO2
and water at relatively low temperature is one of the most effective and environmentally
friendly approaches for VOCs removal [1,2]. Rational design of catalytic materials with
high effectiveness in the destructive elimination of VOCs is one of the scientific challenges.
It has triggered a substantial interest in the field of environmental catalysis because efficient
catalysts should combine high activity and economic profitability [3–5]. Currently, two
major types of catalysts, namely noble-metal-based and transition metal oxides, are the
most intensively studied to meet demanding environmental regulations [6].

Ceria and ceria-based materials are widely used in catalysis [7–9]. Very recently,
Yang et al. reviewed the structure–activity relationship between defect engineering and the
performance of CeO2-based heterogeneous catalysis [10]. Structural defects, particularly
oxygen vacancies, play a key role in ceria reactivity. An appropriate combination with
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precious and base metals can successfully tune the unique properties of ceria. Due to
the abundant availability of copper and ceria and the relatively low cost, CuOx-CeO2 is
a very competitive catalytic material. The main effect of porosity, size, morphology, and
chemical/structural modification of the CuOx-CeO2 binary system on the performance
in many important catalytic reactions has been addressed [11,12] (and references therein).
Among the variety of catalytic applications, materials consisting of copper oxide and
ceria are successfully employed in deep VOCs oxidation and, generally, a higher activity
compared to those of their monometallic oxide counterparts has been reported [13,14].
However, the role of copper species as highly dispersed CuO species, Cu-[Ox]-Ce structures,
Cu-Ce solid solution, and isolated CuO particles as well as the ceria defect structure and
interfacial interaction between Cu-Ce mixed oxides in the catalytic combustion of VOCs
are still a matter of debate [15]. In addition to the important role of the preparation method,
calcination procedure, Cu/Ce ratio and reaction conditions, the catalytic combustion
activity is also affected by adsorption and activation of the pollutant molecule depending
on its chemical nature [4]. Aromatic hydrocarbons represent toxic and often carcinogenic
VOCs. Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes (BTEX) contribute to the majority
of total industrial emissions. Supported Cu-Ce binary oxides [16–18] and CuO-CeO2
composites prepared by different methods [19–24] were most extensively studied in the
complete oxidation of toluene. Because of the lower reactivity, benzene seems even more
appropriate as a representative molecule for BTEX combustion. The benzene molecule is
the most stable as the addition of ethyl or methyl groups affects the π-electron structure,
disrupting the symmetry and stability of the benzene ring. Zhou et al. established the
lowest catalytic conversion of benzene as compared to other studied BTEX over a Ce-Cu
oxide catalyst with an optimal Ce/Cu ratio of 1:1 prepared by a hard-template method [25].
According to an earlier study of benzene, toluene, and xylene oxidation [26], a 5 wt.% Cu/γ-
Al2O3 sample showed the best performance among various alumina-supported metal
oxides with activities as follows: toluene > xylene > benzene. Therefore, an efficient catalyst
for benzene combustion can guarantee successful abatement of other BTEX pollutants.

Hu et al. [27] showed that the mesoporous CuO-CeO2 catalyst with large surface area
prepared by a template method exhibited complete benzene oxidation to CO2 and water at
250 ◦C. However, water vapor affected the mesoporous structure in a detrimental way and
the catalytic activity sharply decreased during the time on stream. Later, the same group
synthesized CuO-CeO2 binary oxides with a plate-like morphology using the solvothermal
method. A high and stable catalytic activity during complete benzene oxidation at 240 ◦C
was reached despite the relatively low surface area. The presence of large amounts of
CuO species on the surface of CuO-CeO2 nanoplates with stable structure was suggested
to affect catalytic performance [28]. Jung et al. [29] studied benzene deep oxidation over
nanocrystalline powders of CuO-CeO2 oxides synthesized via the combustion method with
organic fuel, and 100% conversion was observed at about 350 ◦C over the catalyst with an
optimal Cu/(Cu + Ce) ratio of 3. Very recently, Hou et al. [15] characterized systematically
a series of Cu-Ce mixed oxides of variable molar ratio prepared by the sol–gel method.
The best catalytic performance in benzene combustion was achieved over a catalyst with
Cu/Ce = 1 (T90 = 260 ◦C).

Rational design of highly efficient catalysts is closely related to the use of low-cost
materials as support. An effective approach to tuning the catalytic performance by control
of the exposed active sites is deposition of transition metal oxide or mixed oxides on the
support surface. Recently, we demonstrated that promotion of alumina-supported Cu-Mn
mixed oxide by gold was an advantageous strategy for the preparation of catalysts with
high efficiency in pollutant removal from waste gases of formaldehyde production [30].
Gold, regarded as inappropriate from a catalytic point of view because of its chemical
inertness, became a subject of appreciable research for the last three decades. It attracted
significant interest due to the surprisingly high activity of supported gold particles (less
than 10 nm) in a variety of processes including VOCs oxidation [31–39].
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The aim of the present work was to study complete benzene oxidation (CBO) over
Al2O3-supported CuO-CeO2 mixed oxide promoted by gold. The investigation focused
on the effect of various Cu/Ce molar ratios on benzene conversion. The selection of these
ratios was based on our previous studies. The impact of Cu-Mn sample composition
on CO oxidation activity was systematically investigated and the best performance was
demonstrated by samples with Cu/Mn ratios of 2:1 and 1:5 [40]. Later, the effect of cerium
modification on the activity and selectivity of alumina-supported CuO-MnO2 catalysts
with Cu/Mn molar ratios of 2:1 and 1:5 for total oxidation of CO was studied [41]. In this
work, Mn was replaced by Ce in the whole concentration range from 0 to 100%. Although
the Cu-Mn catalytic system is considered very active in CO oxidation, samples with totally
replaced Mn exhibited the best activity, i.e., Cu-Ce with molar ratios of 2:1 and 1:5. To the
best of our knowledge, gold promotion of CuO-CeO2 mixed oxide on alumina has not been
studied in the benzene oxidation reaction. The relationship between performance for CBO
and catalyst physical and chemical features determined by the mixed oxides composition
is discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Catalyst Preparation

Wet impregnation of γ-Al2O3 (fraction 0.6−1.0 mm calcined for 2 h at 450 ◦C) with
a solution of Cu(NO3)2.3H2O (Merck, Rahway, NJ, USA) and Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (Sigma-
Aldrich, Burlington, VT, USA), properly mixed to guarantee Cu:Ce molar ratios of 2:1
and 1:5 in the composition (20 wt.% active phase in total), was performed at 80 ◦C within
12 h. Thermal treatment included drying at 120 ◦C for 10 h and calcination at 450 ◦C for
4 h. Additionally, CuO/Al2O3 and CeO2/Al2O3 (20 wt.%) were prepared following the
same procedure for comparative purposes. Depending on composition, the samples were
denoted as Cu-Ce 2:1, Cu-Ce 1:5, CuO/Al2O3, and CeO2/Al2O3.

The deposition-precipitation method was used for preparation of gold-containing
samples on well-water-suspended carriers by using ultrasound. Gold (2 wt.%) deposition
was performed through simultaneous addition of an aqueous solution of HAuCl4·3H2O
(Sigma-Aldrich) and Na2CO3 (Merck) into the reactor at a constant temperature of 60 ◦C
and a pH of 7.0 under stirring. Suspensions were agitated at 60 ◦C for 1 h and then filtered
and washed to remove remaining chlorine ions. The samples thus obtained were dried in
vacuum at 80 ◦C and calcined at 400 ◦C for 2 h. Gold on alumina was also synthesized
for comparison. Depending on the composition of the solids used as support, the samples
were denoted as Au/Cu-Ce 2:1, Au/Cu-Ce 1:5, Au/CuO/Al2O3, Au/CeO2/Al2O3, and
Au/Al2O3.

2.2. Catalyst Characterization

Textural characteristics of the catalysts were estimated by low-temperature (−196 ◦C)
nitrogen adsorption/desorption experiments carried out by using a NOVA 1200e Quan-
tachrome Instruments analyzer (Boynton Beach, FL, USA). Prior to the measurements,
the samples were degassed under vacuum at 200 ◦C for 2 h. The specific surface area
(SSA) calculation was based on analysis of the N2 adsorption isotherm using the Brunauer,
Emmett, and Teller (BET) equation. The Barrett, Joyner, and Halenda (BJH) method was
used to estimate total pore volume (Vpore) and average pore diameter (dpore).

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded on PANalytical Empyrean
apparatus equipped with a multichannel detector (Pixel 3D, PANalytical B.V., Almelo, The
Netherlands) using Cu Kα radiation in the range 20–90◦ 2θ with a scan step of 0.01◦ for
20 s. Particle sizes of the crystalline phases and cell parameters were evaluated by powder
diffraction analysis software based on the Rietveld method (ReX) [42]. All refinements
ended up with satisfactory statistical criteria. Rp (residual of least-squares refinement)
ranged from 5 to 6 and GOF (goodness of fit) was around 2.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were collected on a JEOL JES-FA 100
(JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) EPR spectrometer operating in the X–band frequency (ν ≈ 9.4 GHz)
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with 100 kHz field modulation. The instrument was equipped with a standard TE011
cylindrical resonator. The sample (40 mg) was taken in a special quartz EPR tube with
i.d. = 3 mm. The spectra were recorded at room temperature and low temperature (123 K).
Changes in spectral resolution were not observed at lower temperatures.

Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) measurements were performed in a flow
system equipped with a thermal conductivity detector using an H2-Ar mixture (10% H2)
at a flow rate of 24 mL min−1 and temperature ramp rate of 15 ◦C min−1 as described in
Ref. [38]. The loaded sample amount was 0.05 g.

2.3. Catalytic Activity Measurements

The catalytic activity was expressed as benzene conversion degree. Prior to the cat-
alytic measurements, catalyst activation was conducted in situ at 200 ◦C for 1 h by purified
air following the findings of Yu et al. for the contribution of such a procedure to the abun-
dance of loosely bonded molecular oxygen species [43]. Conversion degree was measured
at atmospheric pressure over the temperature range of 150–300 ◦C in a microcatalytic
continuous-flow fixed-bed reactor connected to a gas chromatograph Hewlett Packard 5890
series II (Agilent, Germany, working with Agilent G2070 Chemstation Software, Waldbronn,
Germany) supplied with a flame ionization detector and capillary column HP Plot Q. The
measurements were carried out using a catalyst with a bed volume of 0.5 cm3 and particle
size of 0.25–0.50 mm, inlet benzene concentration of 42 g m−3 in air, and space velocity of
4000 h−1. A long-term stability test over gold-containing catalysts at 300 ◦C was carried
out within 24 h.

Benzene conversion degree was calculated by the equation:

C6H6 conversion (%) =
[C6H6]in−[C6H6]out

[C6H6]in
× 100, (1)

where [C6H6]in and [C6H6]out are the benzene concentrations at the reactor inlet and
outlet, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Sample Characterization

Textural parameters of the studied samples are listed in Table 1. Impregnation of
γ-alumina with aqueous solutions of mono- or bi-component Cu-Ce nitrates led to lower
values of specific surface area (SSA), total pore volume (Vpore), and average pore diameter
(Dpore) as compared to those of the primary carrier. The observed changes could be
explained through alumina pore blocking due to the formation of single oxide or binary
oxide phases into the pores. A slight increase in SSA was registered after deposition of
gold. This effect was better pronounced in the case of Au/CuO/Al2O3 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5,
with SSA about 10 m2 g−1 higher relative to the matching support. The presence of well-
defined mesopores with a narrow pore size distribution was shown through analysis of the
adsorption–desorption isotherm and the corresponding pore size distribution parameter.
These textural characteristics were almost the same after promotion by gold.

PXRD patterns of samples with a molar ratio of Cu-Ce 2:1 with and without gold
are presented in Figure 1a. X-ray diffractograms of CuO/Al2O3, Au/CuO/Al2O3, and
CeO2/Al2O3 are also displayed for comparison. Well-visible reflections in the XRD patterns
of CuO/Al2O3 and Au/CuO/Al2O3 were positioned at 2θ = 35.6, 38.8, 48.6, and 61.8◦

(marked with *) and related to CuO. The shape of the peaks evidenced a high degree of
crystallinity of the CuO particles. The peaks position of CeO2/Al2O3 at 2θ = 28.5, 33.2,
47.7, and 56.6◦ (marked with o) were, respectively, assigned to (111), (200), (311), and (222)
planes of the face-centered cubic fluorite structure of ceria. CuO and CeO2 XRD diffrac-
tion intensities decreased significantly in the pattern of the Cu-Ce 2:1 sample, indicating
improved dispersion of both separate phases. This phenomenon could be attributed to the
formation of smaller CuO crystallites in agreement with the well-known property of ceria
to favor the high dispersion of supported metal particles. Indeed, calculation of the average
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crystallite size of CuO (DCuO) (Table 1) revealed the formation of particles of smaller size.
A value of 33.4 nm was estimated from X-ray line broadening of the peaks at 2θ = 35.6 and
38.8◦ in CuO/Al2O3, while DCuO was 23.0 nm in the Cu-Ce 2:1 sample.

Table 1. Specific surface area (SSA), pore volume (Vpore), average pore diameter (Dpore), average
particles size of CeO2 (DCeO2) and CuO (DCuO), and lattice parameter of CeO2 (aCeO2) estimated
by XRD.

Sample SSA
(m2 g−1)

Vpore
(cm3 g−1)

Dpore
(nm)

DCeO2
(nm)

DCuO
(nm)

aCeO2
(Å)

Al2O3 219 0.40 7.0 - - -
CuO/Al2O3 173 0.43 9.5 - 33.4 -
CeO2/Al2O3 159 0.36 9.4 8.8 (3) 1 - 5.407 (3)

Cu-Ce 2:1 156 0.29 7.3 5.4 (3) 23.0 5.434 (5)
Cu-Ce 1:5 165 0.29 7.0 7.6 (4) n.d. 5.413 (1)

Au/CuO/Al2O3 182 0.40 9.2 - 26.2 -
Au/CeO2/Al2O3 161 0.36 9.4 9.0 (1) - 5.410 (2)
Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 159 0.28 7.1 5.4 (5) n.d. 5.443 (3)
Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 176 0.28 6.5 6.3 (2) n.d. 5.420 (1)

1 Figures in parentheses give the error of the last listed decimal digit. n.d.—not detected.
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Figure 1. PXRD patterns of the studied samples: (a) with a molar ratio of Cu-Ce 2:1 with and without
gold, CuO/Al2O3, Au/CuO/Al2O3, and CeO2/Al2O3; (b) with a molar ratio of Cu-Ce 1:5 with and
without gold, CeO2/Al2O3, Au/CeO2/Al2O3, and Au/Al2O3.

Figure 1b displays PXRD patterns of samples with a molar ratio of Cu-Ce 1:5 and
Au/Cu-Ce 1:5. X-ray diffractograms of CeO2/Al2O3, Au/CeO2/Al2O3, and Au/Al2O3 are
also shown. Ceria diffraction peaks dominated in the XRD patterns of all CeO2-containing
samples. The average crystallite size of CeO2 (DCeO2) in CeO2/Al2O3 and Au/CeO2/Al2O3
was 8.8 and 9.0 nm, respectively. A tendency of lower CeO2 crystallite size was observed
for all samples based on Cu-Ce mixed oxide. Diffraction lines of crystalline CuO phase
were not observed in the pattern of the Cu-Ce 1:5 sample, implying a high dispersion of
copper oxide particles. Other possible reasons could be amorphization or Ce-Cu solid
solution formation.

Reflections indicating the presence of crystalline gold were registered only in the
pattern of Au/Al2O3 (Figure 1b). Strong diffraction peaks at 2θ = 38.2, 44.4, 64.6, and 77.5◦

were registered due to the formation of quite large gold particles with an average size of
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about 32 nm. Concerning gold size in CuO-containing samples, it should be taken into
account that the intense CuO (111) reflection lies at the same angle as the most intense
peak of Au (111) located at 2θ = 38.2◦. In this case, the CuO reflection would preclude
gold identification even if any peak existed. A comparison of experimental and theoretical
XRD patterns of Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 is reported in Supplementary material
(Figures S1, a and b, respectively) as an experimental proof of gold deposition. The lack of
diffraction at 2θ = 44.4 and 64.6◦ allows one to assume the formation of highly dispersed
gold particles in all samples. The result gives evidence again for ceria’s effect on noble
metal dispersion. It also confirms the observation of Wolski et al. [44] that copper species
could preserve gold particle aggregation during calcination.

Considering the important role of gold particle size on the catalytic activity, many
studies involve TEM measurements. However, the TEM determination of gold particle size
on CeO2-containing supports is complicated as ceria dark contrast prevents the nanoparti-
cles from being accurately detected [45] and a combination with HAADF should be used.
In the present case of highly dispersed gold particles, the exactly measured differences in
average particle size, particularly size distribution histograms, are not decisive to explain
the catalytic behavior of gold-promoted alumina-supported CuO-CeO2.

Comparison between ionic radii of Ce4+ (0.97 Å) and Cu2+ (0.73 Å) suggests the
possibility of forming a Ce-Cu solid solution. Replacement of Ce4+ by low-valent copper
ions implies a spontaneous formation of oxygen vacancies for charge balance, distortion
of ceria structure through transformation of adjacent Ce4+ into Ce3+, resulting in the
generation of another oxygen vacancy, and increased microstrains [46,47]. Some researchers
have reported shrinkage of the ceria lattice resulting from the replacement of Ce4+ ions
by Cu2+ ions with smaller ionic radius. A small shift in ceria XRD peak at 2θ = 28.5◦ to
higher Bragg angles was considered experimental evidence of copper species incorporation
into the ceria lattice [15,21,47]. A tendency of lattice contraction was observed in the
magnified patterns in the 2θ range of 26−32◦ of both Cu-Ce mixed oxide compositions and
gold-containing samples (Figure 2a,b), thus focusing on Cu2+ substitution for Ce4+ and the
formation of defects in the ceria lattice. The solubility of Cu ions in CeO2 is limited [48].
Excessive copper formed a CuO phase registered in the case of the Cu-Ce 2:1 catalyst with
a higher copper content.

Analysis of PXRD data reported in Table 1 revealed a slight increase in the CeO2
unit cell parameter (aCeO2) of both mixed oxide compositions and corresponding gold-
containing samples as compared to 5.407 Å of bare ceria on alumina. Our results are consis-
tent with Shim et al. who observed ceria lattice expansion in CeO2-promoted Cu/Al2O3
attributed to an increased amount of Ce3+ with an ionic radius of 1.10 Å in comparison with
0.97 Å of Ce4+ [49]. A close correlation between Ce3+ content and oxygen vacancies concen-
tration was discussed by Konsolakis and Lykaki [12] (p. 7). The authors pointed out an
inverse relationship between ceria particle size and cell parameter resulting from increased
Ce3+ content and oxygen vacancy concentration. In good agreement with this finding,
our calculations showed the lowest particle size of ceria (5.4 nm) and the highest lattice
parameter, namely 5.434(5) and 5.443(3) Å for Cu-Ce 2:1 and Au/Cu-Ce 2:1, respectively.
However, it should be noted that ceria cell expansion is opposite to the contraction resulting
from Cu2+ insertion into the ceria cell. The combination of both effects has been commented
on by Tsoncheva et al. to explain the preservation of the ceria unit cell parameters of Cu-Ce
bi-component materials [18]. In our case, we could hypothesize that ceria’s particle-size
effect plays a more decisive role upon structural defect formation, which affects beneficially
benzene oxidation activity.
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Figure 2. PXRD magnified pattern of CeO2 (111) in 2θ range of 26–32◦: (a) samples with a molar
ratio of Cu-Ce 2:1 with and without gold; (b) samples with a molar ratio of Cu-Ce 1:5 with and
without gold.

The literature data show that X-ray photoelectron (XP) spectroscopy is often used to
investigate the copper oxidation state. However, based on our experience with characteri-
zation of CuO/ceria catalysts [50], the analysis of Cu 2p XP spectra of samples with low
Cu/Ce ratios such as the present case of a Cu/Ce ratio of 1:5 is complicated because the
shake-up satellite signals characteristic for the Cu2+ oxidation state became undetectable.
Keeping this in mind, all copper-containing samples were analyzed by EPR spectroscopy,
which is a very sensitive and reliable technique to analyze the oxidation state of copper.
EPR spectra collected at room temperature have an identical shape typical of Cu2+ ions
(Figure 3). Spectral parameters, namely g factors, line widths (H), and peak-to-peak sig-
nal amplitudes (I) are presented in Table 2. Signals with these parameters correspond to
isolated, monomeric Cu2+ species on the catalyst surface characterized by axial spectra
with resolved hyperfine features in the parallel region [51]. Hyperfine features in the
perpendicular region are not observed. As can be seen in Table 2, spectral parameter values
are similar. An exception is the line width of Cu-Ce 1:5 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 samples where
the EPR signal is narrower than those of the other samples. This result could be attributed
to better dispersion of the Cu2+ ions in Ce-rich composition. Recently, a low intense line
at a g value of 1.9677 was observed in the EPR spectrum of the CuO/CeO2 (3 wt.% Cu)
sample [50]. The line was assigned to Ce3+ ions formed during the water–gas shift reaction.
However, no signal due to cerium ions was registered in the present study, possibly due to
a very intense CuO signal.

Gold deposition preserved the shape of the EPR spectra but affected the peak-to-peak
signal amplitude, i.e., their intensity. This parameter provides reliable information about
the relative concentration of paramagnetic Cu ions in the samples. The highest values were
measured with the spectra of Cu-Ce 1:5 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5, evidencing an abundance of
active Cu2+ centers (Table 2). The EPR signal intensity decreased slightly in the spectrum
of Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 relative to Cu-Ce 2:1. This finding could be ascribed to the formation of
diamagnetic copper ions (Cu+) or copper clusters of diamagnetic nature.
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Table 2. Parameters of the EPR spectra shown in Figure 3.

Sample gII g⊥ ∆H
(mT)

I
(a.u.)

CuO/Al2O3 2.3317 2.0759 29.85 1140
Cu-Ce 2:1 2.3361 2.0753 29.53 1138
Cu-Ce 1:5 2.3329 2.0751 26.18 1990

Au/CuO/Al2O3 2.3316 2.0762 29.69 1075
Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 2.3377 2.0751 29.38 1037
Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 2.3342 2.0741 26.29 2482

H2-TPR analyses were performed to compare the sample reducibility depending on
catalyst composition. TPR profiles of alumina-supported CuO, CeO2, and binary oxides
Cu-Ce 2:1 and Cu-Ce 1:5 are illustrated in Figure 4a. It is well known that surface layer
reduction of bare ceria proceeds at around 500 ◦C, while bulk reduction occurs at about
800 ◦C [52]. The proposed limit of surface reduction without changing the fluorite structure
is 20% [53]. A low intense TPR peak below 400 ◦C in the profile of CeO2/Al2O3 indicated
enhanced surface reduction. It could be related to the presence of small ceria crystallites
formed on alumina [16]. According to the literature, a single TPR peak with Tmax in the
range of 260–300 ◦C is attributed to bulk reduction of CuO of different particle sizes [54–56].
A one-step reduction to Cu0 is also accepted for CuO loaded on alumina. The presence of
more reduction peaks instead of one for pure CuO is related to structural differences in a
variety of supported copper oxide species [26]. Two TPR peaks in the profile of CuO/Al2O3
with Tmax at 206 ◦C and 247 ◦C (Figure 4a) could be reasonably explained by the presence
of CuO with different dispersions [16] (and references therein). In general, the reduction
process of CuO-CeO2 binary oxides is facilitated as compared to individual CeO2 and
CuO counterparts [11]. It is accepted that CeO2 promotes the reduction of CuO phase in
close vicinity [19,29] (and references therein). On the other hand, transition metals such as
copper promote the surface reduction of CeO2 [57]. Improved reducibility was explained
by hydrogen activation over already formed metallic copper and hydrogen spillover from
Cu sites to ceria [58].
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Few authors have assigned reduction peaks of CuO-CeO2 catalysts to a two-step
CuO reduction process [59] (and references therein). However, it was more commonly
accepted that the registration of various TPR peaks depended on proven different types
of Cu-containing species. In general, small-sized CuO particles are easily reducible in
contrast with higher aggregation forms [60]. The TPR peak at the lowest temperature was
commonly ascribed to highly dispersed CuOx species [15,20,27,28,47]. CuO clusters and Cu
ions strongly interacting with the ceria surface were also considered [19,55]. Undoubtedly,
the TPR peak at the highest temperature was related to the reduction of bulk-like CuO
particles weakly associated with CeO2 [19,20,23,29,47,55]. Some authors also reported
the appearance of a third reduction peak at moderate temperature ascribed to Cu ions
incorporated into the ceria cell [23,57,61]. By contrast, Sun et al. [56] registered four TPR
peaks and the last one was associated with Cu2+ reduction in the ceria lattice. Many authors
commented only on the TPR peak assignment related to the copper oxide phase. However,
the overlapping with hydrogen consumption due to enhanced ceria surface reduction in
the same range should also be considered.

The main TPR peak at Tmax = 228 ◦C in the profile of Cu-Ce 2:1 (Figure 4a) can be
assigned to the CuO→ Cu0 reduction of larger crystallites detected by XRD. The profile also
comprised a lower temperature reduction of highly dispersed copper species. A shoulder
at around 250–260 ◦C should be related to ceria surface layer reduction. It proceeded at a
lower temperature as compared to that in CeO2/Al2O3 due to the promotional effect of
metallic copper being formed during the reduction. The profile of the Cu-Ce 1:5 sample was
governed by the variation in sample composition, particularly the lack of XRD-detectable
CuO phase. The first weak peak with Tmax at 222 ◦C corresponded to the reduction of highly
dispersed CuO species and isolated Cu2+ ions. This conclusion is based on EPR evidence for
available highly dispersed copper ions. The contribution of copper reduction to Cu-O-Ce
structures could also be considered. The TPR peak with Tmax at 260 ◦C should be related to
hydrogen consumption due to the reduction of oxygen from ceria surface layers.

Deposition of small gold particles undetectable by PXRD improved the reducibility
of the alumina-supported oxides (Figure 4b), which was in favor of benzene oxidation.
Gold affected most significantly the mobility of ceria surface oxygen as demonstrated by
a TPR peak at 106 ◦C in line with the well-known role of nano-gold in boosting the ceria
surface layer reduction [62]. Such a shift to lower temperature could also be assumed in
the case of Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 because the shoulder of the main peak in the
profile of Cu-Ce 2:1 and the weak peak located at about 250 ◦C in the profile of Cu-Ce 1:5
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disappeared. However, expected lower-temperature TPR peaks in the profiles of Au/Cu-Ce
2:1 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 were not registered. It was reasonable to suggest that hydrogen
consumption for surface reduction of very low ceria amounts was beyond measurement
sensitivity. Furthermore, gold deposition caused a lowering of peak intensity. This effect
was clearly visible on comparing CuO/Al2O3 and Au/CuO/Al2O3 profiles. A possible
explanation could be Au-Cu alloy formation resulting from the interaction between gold
and copper metallic particles in the presence of hydrogen. Our previous TPR studies of
Au-Pd catalysts for CBO showed the formation of inactive intermetallic species having a
lesser effect on reducibility [63]. Based on a shift in the XRD peak typical of monometallic
gold toward high angles, an Au-Cu alloy-like structure in the studied bimetallic samples
was evidenced after hydrogen treatment above 200 ◦C [64,65]. However, the interaction
between metallic copper and gold could not occur during the reaction of benzene oxidation
in excess of oxygen.

3.2. Catalytic Activity in Benzene Oxidation

The benzene oxidation activity of alumina-supported single (CuO and CeO2) and
Cu-Ce mixed oxides and matching gold-promoted samples as C6H6 conversion degree
depending on temperature is illustrated in Figure 5. Any products of incomplete oxidation
were not registered in all cases. Comparison of ‘light off’ curves of the catalysts presented
in Figure 5a evidenced a strong effect of composition on catalyst activity. CeO2/Al2O3
exhibited better performance than CuO/Al2O3 at temperatures below 250 ◦C. The same
result was reported by Hou et al. [15] and explained by the crucial role of temperature
for the catalytic activity of CuO [66]. A significantly higher activity compared to that
of single-component counterparts was observed in the whole temperature interval with
Cu-Ce 1:5, while Cu-Ce 2:1 exhibited such behavior above 250 ◦C. A cerium-rich sample
showed enhanced performance as compared to the copper-rich one yielding 55% C6H6
conversion at 220 ◦C vs. 18% with Cu-Ce 2:1 and 77% at 250 ◦C vs. 28% with Cu-Ce 2:1.
Finally, the samples attained 84% and 76% benzene conversion at 300 ◦C.
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Gold on alumina-supported binary oxide catalysts exhibited a substantially higher
activity than those on supported single-metal oxides. A significant effect of gold on
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accelerating the benzene conversion was observed. An enhanced activity was registered at
increased reaction temperature upon reaching 90% benzene conversion at 220 and 260 ◦C
over Au/Cu-Ce/Al2O3 with Cu-Ce ratios of 1:5 and 2:1, respectively. The observed activity
of Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 was slightly higher than that of Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 at 300 ◦C in agreement
with the above-mentioned increased CuO activity at elevated temperatures. Table S1
reports the benzene conversion degree depending on the temperature over the studied
samples. Table S2 summarizes the catalytic performance of our samples and those in the
reported literature.

Additionally, these catalysts demonstrated good stability by maintaining the same
degree of benzene conversion during a 24 h test at 300 ◦C (Figure S2). The catalytic
performance of Au/Al2O3 demonstrated clearly the importance of gold particle size and
the nature of the support. The formation of quite large metallic gold particles and non-
reducible alumina support are responsible for the very poor catalytic activity of Au/Al2O3.

4. Discussion

The literature data revealed a different role of copper species in VOCs total oxidation
over CuO-CeO2 catalysts. A consensus of opinion is that larger CuO particles do not
enhance the catalytic activity, while the high performance is related to the presence of
well-dispersed surface CuOx species [16–18,23,26,29].

Two favored geometries were accepted for the copper-ceria interaction. They were
attributed to the already commented formation of Ce-Cu solid solution and the interac-
tion between CuO and lattice vacant sites (Ovac) [46]. Our previous Raman spectroscopy
results confirmed the role of oxygen vacancies on the ceria surface as sites for CuO-ceria
interaction [50]. These structures were denoted as Cu-[Ox]-Ce and considered a bridge for
oxygen transfer due to the cycle of oxygen vacancy generation and replenishment [15] (and
reference therein). How and co-workers [15] proposed a pathway for benzene oxidation
based on the detailed characterization of CuO-CeO2 catalysts of different composition. The
authors indicated that highly dispersed CuOx species were the main active sites for oxi-
dation to intermediates, CO2 and H2O, while Cu-[Ox]-Ce structures provided an effective
oxygen supply. The Cu-[Ovac]-Ce species formed was recovered by gas phase oxygen.

Apart from the dependence on the active oxygen provision, the oxidation activity was
also related to adsorption and activation of the reactant molecule. Experimental evidence
presented that the adsorption sites for benzene molecules were not copper-containing
species but defects as oxygen vacancies related to Ce3+ on ceria surface.

The catalytic results in the present work are in accordance with aforementioned
observations. Incorporation of Cu ions into the lattice of CeO2 was proven by a small
shift in the ceria main XRD peak to higher Bragg angles in the patterns of all Cu-Ce
containing samples (Figure 2a,b), revealing defect formation, particularly Ce3+ ions and
oxygen vacancies. This phenomenon determines the tendency of ceria cell expansion
(Table 1) and agrees with the particle size dependence. As already commented on in
the analysis of PXRD data, an increase in Ce3+ content and oxygen vacancy concentration
occurred with a decrease in nanoceria size due to the higher population of oxygen vacancies
in particles of smaller size [67]. The correlation is more noticeable for Cu-Ce 2:1 and Au/Cu-
Ce 2:1 catalysts. The created defects favor benzene adsorption and active oxygen supply.
However, the availability of copper species among which highly dispersed CuOx serve as
the main active sites plays a crucial role in benzene oxidation activity. In the case of Cu-Ce
2:1 composition, the worst CBO performance could be explained by low CuOx dispersion
owing to an inactive bulk CuO phase detected by PXRD. In addition, TPR intensity profiles
confirmed also the presence of larger crystallites. Copper agglomeration was not observed
for the ceria-rich composition Cu-Ce 1:5. EPR results revealed better dispersion of Cu2+ ions
and the highest concentration of paramagnetic Cu2+ centers in Cu-Ce 1:5 and Au/Cu-Ce
1:5 catalysts, thus correlating well with the complete benzene oxidation activity order.

The beneficial role of gold is clearly visible by comparing the corresponding ‘light off’
curves (Figure 5a,b). The remarkable activity indicates a promotional effect resulting from
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the combination between transition metal oxides and gold nanoparticles, which contributes
to the creation of new adsorption sites at Au-MOx interfaces. It is also in line with the well-
known ability of nanogold to enhance significantly the mobility of oxygen in ceria surface
layers, thus accelerating the process of oxygen vacancy formation and replenishment in
Cu-[Ox]-Ce structures, as well as at the vacant locations at the ceria surface participating as
active sites for benzene adsorption.

The results pointed out a promising performance of these catalytic systems for abate-
ment of environmental pollutants. Future research efforts will be directed to optimization
of the catalyst composition aiming at improving economic profitability and lowering the
operating costs by decreasing the temperature for complete benzene oxidation without
harmful side products.

5. Conclusions

Complete oxidation of benzene as a probe reaction for VOCs elimination over alumina-
supported CuO-CeO2 mixed oxide promoted by gold was studied. The effect of various
Cu/Ce ratios, namely 2:1 and 1:5, and the role of supported gold nanoparticles were inves-
tigated. Catalytic activity was greatly influenced by sample composition. Catalytic tests
demonstrated that the Cu-Ce 1:5 configuration outperformed the catalytic behavior of the
single-component counterparts in the whole temperature interval, while Cu-Ce 2:1 exhib-
ited such a behavior above 250 ◦C. Incorporation of Cu ions into the ceria lattice was proven
by a small shift in the ceria main XRD peak in the patterns of all Cu-Ce-containing samples,
evidencing defect formation, particularly Ce3+ ions and oxygen vacancies. Promotion by
gold provided additional benefits to the benzene conversion. Gold on alumina-supported
binary oxide catalysts exhibited a substantially higher activity than promoted supported
monometallic oxides. Our findings revealed a crucial role of highly dispersed CuOx for
benzene oxidation activity. The highest concentration of paramagnetic Cu2+ ions and
the best dispersion of CuO in Cu-Ce 1:5 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5 correlate well with the best
performance among alumina-supported oxides and gold-containing catalysts, respectively.
Gold nanoparticle availability contributed to enhanced mobility of oxygen in ceria surface
layers, thus facilitating the process of oxygen vacancy formation and replenishment.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/sym15020263/s1, Figure S1. Experimental (red) and theoretical
(black) XRD pattern, and peak fitting of the sample: (a) Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 and (b) Au/Cu-Ce 1:5.
Difference plot is also shown (magenta). Figure S2. Comparison of catalyst stability in complete
benzene oxidation during long-term tests within 24 h at 300 ◦C over Au/Cu-Ce 2:1 and Au/Cu-Ce 1:5
samples. Table S1. Benzene conversion degree depending on temperature over the studied samples.
Table S2. Comparison of the activity in benzene oxidation over various samples.
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